The proposed political system of Standard Human
Standard Humanism defines an ideal human governmental system as follows:
The type of Standard Human government from Standard Humanism point of view is a
Liberal Democrat System in which the logical and human rights of all people and groups
have been considered and kept through the constitution; ….
In the democracy system of Standard Humanism the main pillar and the main
management is in the hands of a public parliament and the house manager is the same as
the president of the country and the leader of the country! ... The representatives of the
parliament every four years will introduce 10 of the most educated and the most competent
of their elected representatives to people and during a free referendum and with popular
power of vote the most righteous man will be elected as the President (Management of the
country through the parliament); … People will choose among the selected the man who has
the superior personality, management and scientific characteristics and as a result by getting
inspired by his elite character with a sense of freshness and more hope towards the growth
and develop-ment of their country they will continue their life; In the proposed system of
Standard Humanism the leader of the country is the representative and directly in charge of
the nation and he is not the absolute governor of the country! (The president will carry out
the executive duties with the help of his deputies …).
In the government of humanity over mankind the society does not witnesses party
rivalry in order to gain power and impose the points of view of particular party, as a result
the parliament is an organization which is far superior than a party; the members of such a
parliament as a result have representatives who act beyond politics who are among university
professors of the country who are the most elite and the most knowledgeable members of
their human society who are elected through voting and free elections, and only based on
their merits, their educational, scientific and vocational records; such members will be the
best, most knowledgeable and healthiest people of their society who better than any other
individual and group will have the scientific capability and management understanding and
correct human legislation; as a result the criteria for selection in such a government will only
be based on the axis of com-petence, merit, humanity and execution of law.
The main pillar of the government is public parliament; which - based on the basis of five
main departments: Management and politics; religion and beliefs, culture and art …; science and
knowledge, and economy and commerce; which are the main communication channels (Through
mother embassies) with the five main department of the Universal Society in each country - each five

department have main duties, including 1/ Legislation. 2/ Planning and execution of overall
development of the country, and monitoring the execution of the approved programs of
development. 3/ Central Bank and General Treasury. 4/ Maintaining National Security. 5/
International Affairs.

(The key role of the five pivotal departments is very important here as even before foundation
of the Universal Society of Standard Human countries of the world thread on the route towards
growth and overall development much faster and sooner than expected through cleansing the five
superior truth in their country; the political system of Standard Humanism is the salvation for under
developed countries and a cause for growth for progressed countries).

In Standard Humanism system the constructive department is the duty of a quasigovernment (With the leadership of a prime minister) whose only duty is executing the
legislations and development programs which are presented by the planning department of
the parliament, as a result this department is only an executive arm; this quasi government is
an organization like a government which with the help of private sector manages and
executes all the programs for development of the country in all areas of social life including
religious, economic, cultural, educational and nurturing, hygiene and … affairs; This
executive department manages the executive affairs of the country under the supervision of
the main departments of the parliament and carries them out! The international affairs of
countries are carried out through the representative offices of the Universal Society (Mother
Embassies); ….
Eradicating political and party rivalry from the country and the legislator parliament
and also differentiating authority and the responsibility for planning from the government and
lightening it will lead to the cleansing of the government from control and domination of the
power centers and the energies of the country are concentrated for positive activity and
healthy planning to the benefit of the country and the nation; … Party rivalry in the world of
Satanic 10% is only done because each group and party and school of thought claims to
have the best solution for growth and development of countries! But in a world that the
best and the most correct solutions are presented by wisdom and collective wisdom and
knowledge a party is a traditional and historical discussion.
In the proposed system of Standard Humanism the Supreme Court has the
responsibility of judicial control and is the direct body responsible and patron of executing
law in the country; … The supreme court executes the law and is its patron and is in charge
of controlling the legal health of the society from any breach of law and governmental and
social corruption; in this regard the police works under the supreme court; … In addition to
that in Human Society General Inspection Office and the Mass Media act as the eyes and ears
and the conscience of the country and with full legal authority and complete independence
interacts with popular parliament and the Supreme Court, carries out its legal and social and
humane activities; Also as a legal and legitimate guarantee in line with applying the laws of
the country by the government and its organizations, the people have legal and official right
to refer their views and complaints directly against any organization and government body in
the Supreme Court and if it is not addressed (In a proper time span) they have the right to
declare their complaints directly to the management and political department of the Universal
Society and the International Human Rights Court and follow it up in an general and effective
manner ….

The armed forces, the army and the air force and the navy of the countries are in
common and direct relation and cooperation and pact with the management and political
department of the universal society, in addition to cooperation in controlling the borders and
preventing the hostile and or terrorist penetration they will have complete preparation so that
as helping forces in emergency cases and under management and cooperation and supervision
of the management and political universal department they can come to any kind of aid;
armed forces work under the National Security division ….
Emphasis on difference and diversity on party beliefs on democracy which is among
the most important guarantees of governments for prevention of falling into the pit of
dictatorship and tyranny, in Standard Humanism is carried out through its modern system of
government and with the centrality of the five main department: politics, belief and thoughts;
culture; science and economy – made up of representatives of all famous and logical schools
of thoughts of the society! Hence the issue of checking and balance on its regulatory form
through presence and collective cooperation of all the departments of the elite and informed
parties of the society is guaranteed, and the management system of the society with deleting
the ancient form of current party power seeking – which after going through a historical
period of conquest of power from dominance and control of kings and religions and beliefs it
falls in the hands of parties – in a more complete and coordinated manner (With the
monitoring of Public Opinion, Mass Media and Supreme Court) The Government of
Humanity over mankind has been prevented from any downfall and stability of government
and growth and progress of the society is guaranteed.

In the above system the goal is to have a precise order with a clock like coordination
among different departments of the government so that the affairs of the country can go on in
the best possible manner.
In Standard Humanism there is no such thing as government over people as it is
customary, what we have is a management system made up of four main parts which work
with the support of the constitution.
The internal management and government system of countries … is formed in
coordination with political, ideological, cultural, scientific and economical needs of each
country, and with counseling and planning and coordination with the management and
political department of the Universal Society, as a result it will be a miniaturized model of
management which has taken patterns from the system of the Universal Society of Standard
Human in addition to maintaining the special conditions of its own system from government
and political and social combination.
Since the thought and idea of Standard Humanism emphasizes on a humane system,
and basically sees the fundamentals of creation of problems in the essence of thought and
power seeking of the Satanic 10%, as a result by cutting down the hands of the negative
forces, it creates a healthy and powerful management humane system which is based on
international understanding and coordination, hence in such a system and under the
supervision and coordination of such a management the affairs of human society will carry on
in a smooth and coordinated manner.
Standard Humanism has melted away the con-centration of power & tendency
towards parties & following persons, and stabilizes and reinforces the government of
humane constitution in the hands of mankind.

By the time of constructing the Worldwide Standard Human Society the States would
be in best compatibility to it and all human affairs would run in its easy and most
effective way….
The whole text and discussion regarding the proposed political system of Standard Humanism is
available in the book of 'Standard Humanism and Worldwide Standard Human Society'.

http://standardhumanism.org

